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Abstract
The object of consideration is async-address systems using code division of subscribers. The subject of the analysis is 
quasi-orthogonal ensembles of signals based on code sequences that have normalized characteristics of cross-correlation func-
tions (CCF) and provide reliable separation of subscribers (objects) when exposed to imitation and signal-like interference. The 
purpose of the analysis is to create a model and methodology for construction a set of the best code sequences ensembles having 
the ability to quickly change the instance of the set to counter imitation and signal-like interference. The solution is based on 
algebraic models of code sequences and their CCF representation.
The article proposes a comprehensive technique to construct signal ensembles set having normalized characteristics of the CCF. 
The quality of the primary ensemble of code sequences is ensured by the procedure for calculating the CCF optimized in the number 
of look over options. Optimization is based on the basic properties of the Galois field, in particular, on the Galois fields’ isomorphism 
property. It provides a significant reduction in calculations when choosing the primary ensemble of code sequences with the specified 
properties of the CCF. The very choice of the best (largest in size) code sequences ensemble relies on the solution of one of the classical 
combinatorics problems – searching for maximal clique on a graph. The construction of signals ensembles set having normalized char-
acteristics of the CCF is ensured by the use of special combinatorial procedures and algorithms based on the multiplicative properties of 
Galois fields. An analysis of the effectiveness of known and proven procedures searching for maximal clique is also performed in this 
article. The work results will be useful in the design of infocommunication systems using complex signals with a large base and variable 
structure to provide protection from signal structure research and the effects of imitation and signal-like interference.
Keywords: async-address systems, code division, signal ensembles, cross-correlation functions, imitation and signal-like in-
terference.
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1. Introduction
The task of the code sequences correlation properties analyzing to construct quasi-orthog-
onal ensembles as applied to async-address systems is well known. In particular, the papers [1–8] 
were devoted to this issue. A number of factors support the current interest in finding quasi-or-
thogonal ensembles. Firstly, the need for asynchronous-address systems that use code features for 
addressing channels and objects is increasing significantly. Secondly, the systems operation under 
conditions of imitation interference makes it difficult to signal-code constructions (SCC) and tac-
tics of their application. In particular, the need for a dynamic change in some design parameters of 
the SCC is growing [9–11]. Thirdly, modern technical means are able to support the use of complex 
signals with a large base, ensuring compliance with the requirements for energy stealth of systems, 
high accuracy of measurement of motion parameters of highly dynamic objects, as well as high 
reliability and performance of their control systems. There are works (in particular [7]) that develop 
the direction of the search for signal classes with super-large ensembles.
The quality of quasi-orthogonal signal ensembles is estimated mainly by two parameters: 
the ensemble power and significant characteristics of the CCF of all signal pairs in the ensem-
ble. An additional property of ensembles – the ability to quickly transform the ensemble sets 
structure – reflects the possibility of dynamically changing the code sequences composition in 
an ensemble in order to protect against signal structure research, the effects of imitation and 
signal-like interference, however, has been less studied.
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The aim of research is to study the possibility of dynamically changing the code sequences 
composition in an ensemble and to create a methodology to create the sets of such ensembles.
The choice of CCF quality indicators determines the criterion to create the best of signals 
ensemble and, in this sense, is one of the most important steps in the ensembles design. Examples 
of common quality indicators are the maximum level of the CCF, the standard deviation of the CCF 
levels and the standard deviation of the CCF levels modules. Using the maximum level of CCF, 
choosing the best ensemble minimizes the upper limit of the probability of the code sequences 
detection-distinction. This criterion is most often used, although the requirements for an ensemble 
of code sequences are the most hard.
The desire to reduce the level of cross-correlation is understandable, however, the evaluation 
of the non-orthogonality chosen code sequences influence on the noise immunity of systems is not 
so obvious. Models of optimal receivers of complex signals corresponding to various uses of radio 
systems have been well studied. If at the input of the receiver there is one signal with an unknown 
code attribute from the set of possible ones, the following error probability estimate is valid [12]:
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where maxρ  – maximum of the correlation coefficient value of distinguishable code sequences pair; 
0/E N  – ratio of signal energy to noise power spectral density.
Evaluation makes it possible to bring a non-orthogonal signal system to an equivalent or-
thogonal signal with reduced signal energy (right-hand side of (1)). The degree of its reduction 
makes it possible to evaluate the quality of the designed signals ensemble. It is even more difficult 
to evaluate the quality of systems that perform code detection-distinction sequentially against the 
background of the effects of many signals with different structure.
In many design problems, the selection of this criterion is the “starting point” for designing 
of signals ensemble. The next step in the design of the ensemble is an exhaustive calculation of 
the CCF. Formalization of the problem of designing the best ensembles of code sequences.
2. Materials and methods
Design of the best ensembles of code sequences is based on the following formalization. 
Let’s define the compatibility of codes pair (l, k) from original set in the form of a generalized 
inequality:
                                                           , ,θ ≤ θl k acc  (2)
where ,θl k  – selected measure of non-orthogonality of the codes pair (l, k) in the form of CCF char-
acteristic, and θacc  – acceptable level of non-orthogonality.
In particular, the maximum level of CCF , ,maxρl k  may be a measure of nonorthogonality.
If consider a graph where the set of vertices displays the set of codes, and the arcs (edges) – 
the compatibility of the corresponding codes pair in the original set, then it will look like a tree 
whose root is a reference code sequence (for example, with index l=1). Let’s note that the indicat-
ed compatibility in terms of graph theory is usually represented as the adjacency matrix A, for 
which the element k of the row l is written as
                                                 ,,
,
1, for ;
0, for .
θ ≤ θ
=  θ > θ
l k acc
l k
l k acc
a  (3)
To build a graph that displays the complete starting model for optimal ensemble construct-
ing, it is necessary to add edges that show the compatibility of any codes pairs (i, j).
One of the basic properties of Galois fields – isomorphism – provides the fundamental 
possibility of obtaining such information without performing bulky calculations of CCF. The real-
ization of this possibility is based on the number-theoretic representation of codes (more precisely, 
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the roots of the polynomials that generate them). Formally, the compatibility of a codes pair (i, j) is 
evaluated by the function
                                                           , 1, ,θ = θi j k  (4)
where (mod ),≡j ik N  and k defined as the result of dividing j by i in an integer Galois field.
The complete adjacency matrix A is constructed on the basis of (3) by copying the current 
row, starting from the number l=1, to the next row with a right cyclic shift of its elements. Such 
a matrix is called a circulant matrix, and the corresponding graph is called a circulant graph. 
Of course, this is possible only if a certain algebraic order of the graph vertices enumeration is 
performed.
The next section is devoted to constructing a mathematical model for listing the graph verti-
ces. So, let’s assume that the code compatibility graph (adjacency matrix) in the ensemble is known. 
Then the problem of constructing an optimal, in the sense of satisfying (2), maximal size ensemble 
is formulated in terms of graph theory as a maximal clique problem (maximal full subgraph).
3. Research results
The formalism introduced in (4) takes into account the regularities of vertex relations in 
a circulant graph. These regularities are the basis for constructing the code sequences ensembles 
that have identical properties of the CCF of any ensemble pairs. Let’s call them “isomorphic en-
sembles”. For their construction, it suffices to apply relations (4), however, the specified transfor-
mations, although routine, are rather bulky. These transformations can be greatly simplified and 
automated by ordering the sequential set of numbers k introduced in Section 2. Such an ordering is 
based on the concept and properties of the primitive root g modulo simple 2 1,= −nN  where n is 
the degree of the primitive polynomial generating nonzero elements of the Galois field. Since, by 
definition of the primitive root g, all its degrees run through the complete residue system modulo 
N it becomes possible to regularly list all the degrees of the primitive element (2 )α ∈ nGF  of the 
corresponding Galois field. Such an enumeration, in turn, makes it possible to quickly construct 
isomorphic ensembles, since any of the degrees of the primitive root g, for example,
                                                        ( )mod ,ig N  (5)
can be used as degree k of a primitive element α of the Galois field.
Corresponding item β = αk  can be used further to represent an isomorphic Galois field. Un-
fortunately, such a possibility exists only for prime numbers N – otherwise listing (5) will give an 
incomplete residue system modulo N. Another problem of listing (5) is that the constructed series 
includes numbers
                                                     
11, 2, 4,..., 2 ,−= nk  (6)
as well as multiples of them, which leads to an enumeration of elements αk  – roots of the same 
polynomial, and this is unacceptable to solve the problem. Let’s find such a minimum value of de-
gree j in (5) at which the second element of the series (6) appears, i. e. number 2:
                                                      ( )2 mod .≡jg N  (7)
By the definition of a primitive root, ( ) 1 (mod ),ϕ ≡Ng N  where ( )ϕ N  – Euler function, 
for prime N equal ( ) 1.ϕ = −N N  Raising both sides of the comparison (7) to the power of n, let’s 
obtain 1 (mod ),≡jng N  and, consequently, ( ) / .= ϕj N n  Let’s note that this value determines the 
total number of primitive polynomials of degree n in the corresponding Galois field. It follows that 
the sequence of degrees
     
                                                
( ) 10 1 21, , ,...,
ϕ
−
=
N
ng g g g  (8)
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enumerates all numbers k such that each αk  is the root of only its primitive polynomial of de- 
gree n defining any of the possible code sequences of a given length. Relation (8) allows to move 
from an enumeration of the roots to a more convenient and understandable enumeration of the de-
grees of the primitive root. Relation (4) should now be adjusted as follows:
                                                           , 0, ,θ = θi j k  (9)
where i, j and k – degrees of primitive g, and .= −k j i
An ordered set of polynomials (or their roots) obtained by this rule is presented in the form of 
a graph in Fig. 1. The graph vertices are numbered according to the rule of degrees of the series (8). 
Thin arcs (graph edges) indicate the corresponding number-theoretic relations between the polyno-
mials roots (corresponding codes). Thick arcs show, as an example, the compatibility relationships 
of these codes in the ensemble. They are also edges of the compatibility graph. The labels of the 
edges of the graph correspond to rule (9). Symmetry is observed in the graph: the left and right 
parts display the so-called mutual codes, as can be seen from the relation 
( )
2 1 (mod ).
ϕ
≡ −
N
ng N
Fig. 2 shows the basic properties of circulant graphs. The main one is the “property of 
chains”. By “chain” let’s mean a sequence of vertices of a graph having a pairwise compatibility 
relation and a compatibility relation of each vertex of the chain with Fig. 2 the vertex “0”. In Fig. 2 
such chains are combined by an oval. The base chain in Fig. 2 is chain number 1.
Fig. 1. Ordered polynomial roots set
Obviously, all the vertices in this chain form a clique, but it will not necessarily be maximal. It 
is also obvious that for some value of m the chain will break. Fig. 2 demonstrates the situation of re-
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newal of the compatibility relationship, starting from the top under the number m+1. But a new chain 
at number 2 will not increase the size of the clique if the length of this chain is less than the length of 
chain at number 1 (i. e. m). One of the most important properties of circulant graphs is that in chains 
with numbers higher than 1 and length m, only one vertex can be added to the base clique. Such a 
new vertex, capable of increasing the size of the base clique, has in Fig. 2 number 2m and not shaded.
Fig. 2. Key properties of circulant graphs
Continuing the further construction of the model, it is possible to see that, at best, the next 
only vertex that extends the base clique is the vertex with the number 3m+1, which belongs to the 
chain with the number 3 and length m. This regularity is emphasized by the thickness of the arc 
edges of the graph. Another regularity follows from the symmetry property of circulant graphs, 
which manifests itself in the fact that at the same time chains numbered 1 and 4 can’t be select-
ed simultaneously for clique formation. Indeed, the vertex with the number – (m–1) in chain 4 
can be selected together with the vertex 0, but the choice of chain 1 to form a clique immediate-
ly prevents this choice because it is impossible to attach the vertex with the number –m to the 
base clique.
The proposed model can be successfully used for a fairly accurate estimate of the maximal 
clique size (potentially achievable power of the ensemble of code sequences). According to the 
authors, at this time, there are no effective algorithms for finding the maximal clique on circulant 
graphs [13]. Nevertheless, the properties of graphs found in this section can contribute to the devel-
opment of this direction. In any case, the introduced model and the properties of circulant graphs 
significantly simplify and accelerate the solution of the target problem — the creation of isomor-
phic signals ensembles set.
Unfortunately, the primitive g exists only for prime modules. For example, module values 
N=511; 1023; 2047 does not satisfy this requirement. Nevertheless, the analysis of numerical fields 
shows that in these situations it is possible to find a number g1 with the best properties of enumerat-
ing the residue system for a given module. Finding a number is a relatively simple number-theoretic 
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task. When choosing such an ordered set of roots of polynomials, presented in Fig. 1, splits into two 
subsets: one is formed by degrees g1 similarly to (8), but twice as short:
                                                
( ) 10 1 2 2
1 1 1 11, , ,... ,
ϕ
−
=
N
ng g g g   (10)
and the second maps the first subset into the space of roots of mutual polynomials:
                                         
( ) 10 1 2 2
1 1 1 11, , ,... .
ϕ
−
− = − − − −
N
ng g g g   (11)
In particular, for the values of the modules N=511; 1023; 2047 as g1 numbers 5, 5, 3 can be 
chosen, respectively.
4. The discussion of the results
The problem is still reduced to the search for maximal clique, which belongs to the class of 
so-called NP-complex problems with polynomial complexity. All results obtained in the previous 
sections remain valid for this case.
By now, many methods and algorithms for solving this problem have been developed [14, 15]. 
The whole set of software tools designed to search for the maximal click or having such function-
ality consists of two subsets: universal and specialized tools. The first includes the MATLAB 
system (supplemented by the “maximalCliques.m” module [16]) and Wolfram Mathematica. The 
second subset is heterogeneous and contains executable programs, code sources and algorithms 
descriptions. Based on the analysis of the algorithms descriptions, two fairly trivial conclusions 
can be made:
– interest in the problem is high in different fields of research;
– theoretical basis of the algorithms is practically the same (the branch and bound method), 
and the differences in the algorithms are in the optimization of click search due to some (sometimes 
significant) decrease in accuracy or completeness of the result.
Each tool has its own characteristics, establishing areas and boundaries of their application.
Both products in the first subset of universal software have a single weakness: low speed. 
This flaw is most dawn in MATLAB. Most likely, this is due to the low productivity of the mod-
ule “maximalCliques.m” (a fixable flaw) and the peculiarity of the implementation of parallel 
computing in MATLAB. The Wolfram Mathematica package is generally good, it is able to 
search for all clicks, but of a small dimension (the size of the adjacency matrix is up to 60×60) 
and not always accurate. In particular, at N=1023 and 2,5 / ,θ =acc N  an inaccurate solution was 
obtained on an ensemble of size 4.
The executable product “The Clique Algorithm” of Indian programmer Ashay Dharwad-
ker [17] and the program “maxCliquePara” as a source of code [18] were selected from the second 
subset for comparative analysis. The first program has an average speed and, unfortunately, an 
inaccurate result. The second program, “maxCliquePara”, after compiling it, demonstrated incom-
parably higher performance and accuracy of click search due to the use of parallel computing on 
all available computing resources of the processor (cores and threads). However, it finds only one 
maximal click.
Based on the performed analysis, an optimized method for solving the problem is proposed 
that effectively combines the functionality and power of the studied software.
The obtained results allow to construct a practical procedure for designing sets of the 
best quasi-orthogonal ensembles. The initial data for the construction is the result of calculat-
ing the CCF characteristics, presented as the first row of the adjacency matrix A, for which the 
element k of the row l (l=1) corresponds to (3). In this case, all elements of the string should be 
listed in accordance with (8)–(11).
1. Based on properties (3), (8), a circulant adjacency matrix A is constructed by copying the 
first row to the next row with a sequential cyclic right shift of the elements. For further operations 
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using the Wolfram Mathematica package, the adjacency matrix must have commas as element 
separators.
2. The “adj.cvs” adjacency matrix obtained in Section 1 is first converted in Wolfram Math-
ematica into a compatibility graph “graph” using the command
graph=AdjacencyGraph[Import[«adj.cvs»]],
and then exported to the DIMACS format using the command
Export[«file.col», graph, «DIMACS»].
In the next steps it is supposed to use the program “maxCliquePara”, which finds (although 
quickly) only one maximal click. To build the entire set of isomorphic ensembles, one can construct 
graphs set that include a given vertex – such a built-in command exists.
3. The “file.col” file obtained in the previous paragraph is passed as the first command-line 
parameter to the “maxCliquePara” program. If it is necessary to specify the exact amount of avail-
able computing resource, the second command line parameter is used in the form In the next steps it 
is supposed to use the program “maxCliquePara”, which finds (although quickly) only one maximal 
click. To build the entire set of isomorphic ensembles, one can construct graphs set that include a 
given vertex – such a built-in command exists.
4. The “file.col” file obtained in the previous paragraph is passed as the first com-
mand-line parameter to the “maxCliquePara” program. If it is necessary to specify the exact 
amount of available computing resource, the second command line parameter is used in the form 
,= ×n cores threads  where “cores” and “threads” are the real number of cores and threads. For 
example, the command 
maxCliquePara.exe file.col 8>result.txt
will start the search for the maximal click on the graph “file.col” on the processor with four cores 
in two threads and write the result to the file “result.txt”.
5. Since the program “maxCliquePara” renumbering the graph vertices, to correctly use the 
result, it is necessary to perform the inverse transformation using the original numbering used to 
obtain the file “file.col”. 
6. To determine isomorphic ensembles based on the clique found in Section 3, one should 
use the cyclic shift procedure of the corresponding vertices of the graph shown in Fig. 1.
Let’s consider an example of constructing isomorphic sets of quasi-orthogonal ensembles. 
There are two possibilities to construct the isomorphic ensembles. The first is based on the cyclic 
shift of the rows of the compatibility matrix, which is equivalent to multiplying the degree k of the 
element α of the Galois field – the root of the corresponding polynomial – by g (or g1). The second 
possibility to construct the isomorphic ensembles is related to the choice of g (or g1) values. Of 
course, both of these approaches can be used together, but there is no way to guarantee that the 
results of the construction will not coincide.
For example, consider the first approach. Initial data: N=1023, 2,5 / ,θ =acc N  1 5.=g  Un-
der these conditions, the primary ensemble includes the following set of degrees k of a primitive 
element α of the Galois field (4): {1, 41, 205, 511, 367}.=k  The other 29 sets for are as follows: 
{5, 205, 1, 383, 179};  {25, 1, 5, 223, 511};  {125, 5, 25, 23, 383}; … {205, 221, 41, 179, 89}.
Let’s note that, in particular, the first and second, second and third sets have two common 
elements – {1, 205}, {1, 5}, respectively – while the first and fourth sets of matching elements do 
not have. This can be significant when choosing isomorphic of code sequences ensembles sets in 
order to protect against active interference by dynamically changing the composition of code se-
quences in the ensemble. Let’s also note that the search for isomorphic ensembles that are optimal 
from the point of view of minimal “overlap” is a separate combinatorial task, but is not related to 
click search.
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5. Conclusion
As a research result, the following results are obtained.
It is proved that the choice of the best code sequences ensembles consists of two completely 
different and computationally independent procedures, the first of which consists in the analysis 
of the CCF sequences, and the second in the search for the maximal click on a given compatibility 
graph. At the same time, the structure of code sequences is significant only at the stage of CCF 
calculation.
It is proved that the compatibility graph is circulant, which allows to construct it on the basis 
of one row of the adjacency matrix.
The relevance of developing an effective maximal click search algorithm that takes into 
account the circulant structure feature of the compatibility graph is established. 
A detailed analysis and evaluation of existing software tools capable of searching for the 
maximal click, and, therefore, the best ensembles in the set of code sequences under consid-
eration, is presented. Based on the analysis of software and experimental verification of their 
effectiveness, a methodology to construct a prototype of the best ensemble of code sequences 
has been created.
Regular methods to construct the isomorphic sets of code sequences ensembles based on 
found prototype are found. The method allows to dynamically change the composition of code 
sequences in the ensemble in order to protect async-address systems from signal structure research 
and the effects of imitation and signal-like interference.
The research results will be useful in the design of infocommunication systems using com-
plex signals with a large base and variable structure to provide protection from signal structure 
research and the effects of imitation and signal-like interference.
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Abstract
The development of reliable systems for protecting speech information that can protect it from being intercepted by cyber-
criminals is a fundamental task of the security service of organizations and firms. For these purposes, active jamming systems are 
used at the border of the controlled area. The main element of such systems is noise generators. However, in many cases, “white” 
noise and its clones are used as interference, which makes it possible for an attacker to gain unauthorized access. The structure and 
mathematical model of a speech information protection system based on a scrambler-type noise generator is proposed. The transition 
in such systems of protection of speech information to this structure allows to abandon the outdated, ineffective in modern condi-
tions, energy noise of speech information and move on to a more productive method – information (linguistic) masking. An analysis 
of the destructive effect of this type of interference shows its high resistance to modern methods of mathematical processing of dig-
ital phonograms (wavelet transform, correlation-spectral analysis, etc.), filtering interference, and dividing the voices of speakers. 
Studies of the mathematical model in the environment of Matlab 15 R2015a/Simulink show the high efficiency of such a protection 
system and a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio with a residual speech intelligibility of 0.1 by 6...9 dBA. This leads to a decrease in 
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